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I

Social Media
– Rise and Rise

t is undeniable that social media has become a huge aspect of modern society. In
today’s society, 92% of teenagers are online every day, and 71% use more than one
social network. In total, 31% of the global population engages in social media. As
social media is still a relatively new concept, it is unclear what the instant and future
implications of social media are. The term ‘addiction’ has started to frequently be
applied to people who have extremely high social media usage habits. There are 1.23
billion people that log into Facebook every day for an average of 17 minutes. 18% have
reported that they could not even go a few hours without checking their news feed.
Every second there are on average 4.17 million likes and 293,000 statuses updated.
These statistics contribute to the platform’s staggering $312.78 billion market cap.
If people are using social media in record numbers and there are no signs of this
slowing down, what is it being used for? The days of turning on the TV and watching
the morning news may soon be over, according to new data collected. 85% of social
media users say that they rely on Twitter and Facebook for their news when they wake
up. 68% of millennials, in particular, consume most of their news through Facebook,
and 24% of high school students get their news through Instagram. 83% of active job
seekers are on Facebook, 40% are on Twitter, and 36% are on LinkedIn. It’s true that
LinkedIn has been around for a long time. It hasn’t left the top 10 list since 2003 and
is a textbook example of a slow and steady growth strategy paying off. While some
networks experience swings in their user base or show a boom and bust growth
pattern, LinkedIn has grown every single year since it was launched. Surprisingly, that
growth is still clocking in at impressive rates. In 2019, for example, LinkedIn reported
a 24% increase in sessions on their platform. It makes sense for companies to recruit
people via social media. Recent reports say that 73% of successful recruitment has
been done through social media.To reach people 45 years and older, Facebook and
LinkedIn are the most efficient platforms. Younger people, however,(between 18 and
29) ,are turning to Twitter to promote their skills and employability.
There are some key names in the context of social media that must be generally
understood in the interest of a positive use of social media. For example, Qzone is
China’s largest social network. The platform originally evolved as a sort of blogging
service that sprang from QQ, China’s seminal instant messaging service. While
Qzone is still one of the world’s largest social media sites – it attracts around half a
billion users per month – WeChat is now the service of choice for almost everyone in
China with a smartphone. Will Facebook ever lose its top spot? Never say never, but
not anytime soon. Since 2008, Facebook has been far and away the most popular
social network on the planet. If you include Facebook’s bundled services, over 2
billion people use their network each day. The company has used acquisitions and
aggressive feature implementation to keep the company at the forefront of the battle
for attention. Facebook itself is under a lot of scrutiny due to growing privacy concerns,
but Instagram and WhatsApp are more popular than ever. But then, what happened
to Snapchat? In 2016, Snapchat had thoroughly conquered the Gen Z demographic
and was on a trajectory to becoming one of the top social networks. Facebook,
sensing their position being challenged by this upstart company, took the bold step
of cloning Snapchat’s features and integrating them into Instagram (even lifting the
name “stories” in the process). The move paid off for Facebook and the Instagram
user base took off in 2016, fueled by these new features. Even though Facebook took
some of the wind out of Snapchat’s sails, the company never stopped growing. Earlier
in 2019, Snapchat announced modest growth as its base of daily active users rose to
190 million. For advertisers looking to reach the 18-35 age demographic, Snapchat
could still be a compelling option. With more social platforms looking to integrate
direct, on-platform selling tools, social commerce looks to be the next major retail
shift. The capacity to guide shoppers from their feeds to the check-out holds major
potential - and while we still have a way to go before this becomes a major shopping
trend, it is gradually evolving.
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Readers’ Thoughts

Fashion in Winters

T

his is with reference to the last month’s cover story on Sania Maskatiya’s winter collection
‘INARA’. The collection comprised of 80 distinct designs available in colour options and
designs variations. With embellished and digital printed outfits, in bright hues, jewel tones and
a classic monochromatic palette, the collection has feminine cuts in luxe fabrics and signature
prints available in multiple sizes. INARA has been made with fabrics including velvets, cotton
nets, crepes and silks, embellished with gota, zardoze and ari techniques, available in varied
silhouettes. Sania Maskatiya’s signature handcrafted pieces are adorned with intricate
embroidery made with velvet and hence are perfect for the winter festivities.

Sabeen Ibrahimovic Agha
Bremen, Germany

Gem Lost
T

Actors Turned Politicians
A

James Andrew,
Chicago, Illinois.

Hussain Farooq,
Islamabad, Pakistan.

his is about the tribute to
Stephen Cohen titled ‘A
Sane Voice Goes Silent’ in your
December issue. Cohen left the
world at the age of 83. He was
an American political scientist
and professor of South Asian
Security Studies. He was one of
those few Americans who were
best known in India and Pakistan
for his objective analysis of the
region’s security options. His 21year association with Brookings
Institute earned him the title of
senior fellow emeritus in 2017.
He wrote several books and papers on security and foreign policy in
South Asia and was among America’s 500 most influential people in
foreign affairs. He also trained and mentored many leading analysts
and security strategists during his 50-year career. It’s true - the world
has lost a gem.

Climate Change
P
lanting trees is a quick and costeffective way of trying to tackle the
climate crisis. In 2019, many young people
got fired up about the climate crisis like
never before. In September, children in
150 countries took part in a Global Climate
Strike. Led by 16-year-old Greta Thunberg,
four million protesters joined and called
for urgent action to stop runaway climate
change, while an estimated 100,000

6
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lot of actors play politicians on the big and small screens, but
few have made the
transition in real life. At every
level of government, there
are actors who have used
their charisma, good looks,
and personalities to get
the policies they support
enacted. Though Hollywood
has a reputation as a city of
liberals, many conservative
actors have been members
of the Republican Party. In
Pakistani industry as well
actors like Hamza Ali Abbasi, Sharmeela Farooqi, Kanwal Nauman,
Musarrat Shaheen, Atiqa Odhou and Abrar-ul-Haq are some who
made their way to politics. The actors turning to politics are very much
talented in doing acting and that is exactly what they are doing in
politics too. Only time will tell how these actors-cum-politicians turns
out to be in the long race of politics.

people attended a rally in Central London.
The coming generation will never forgive us

if we fail to curb our reliance on fossil fuels.
A survey of 1,000 eight to 16-year-olds
revealed that almost eight in ten children
worry about climate change at least
once a month. That’s why the #PlanTree
campaign is so vital. It aims to plant 12
million trees – one sapling for every child.
Children around the world are crying out
for change and in 2020 we must honour
them by making tree-planting an urgent
priority.

Mushan Ahmed,
Addu City, Maldives

Who Said That!

Zindagi Tamasha

P

eople were taken aback when they found
out that the trailer of Sarmad Khoosat’s
film ‘Zindagi Tamasha’ was removed from
YouTube.
People
speculated that the
film will face the
same consequence
as
Shamoon
Abbasi’s film ‘Durj’
that was banned
from releasing in
Pakistan. However,
Sarmad cleared the
air and revealed
that he himself took
down the trailer
as people found it
misleading. The new trailer was soon uploaded
and as for the release of the film, it started
showing in theatres from 24 January, 2020. The
film is directed and co-produced by Sarmad
along with his sister Kanwal and written by
Nirmal Bano.

Dr Rizwana Khalid,
Karachi, Pakistan.

Crime App

A

crime app was being launched besides
installing a helper button in police stations
to facilitate citizens in registering complaints
about any criminal
activity. The alert
buttons are being
installed in police
stations to get
feedback from the
citizens. If a citizen
does not get a
response from the
police station, a SOS
message will be
generated as soon
as the complainant
presses
the
button. All senior officers will get the message
simultaneously so it will be impossible for the
police officials at the police stations to ignore
the complaint. The crime app was being
launched for ensuring transparency so that no
crime could be concealed.

Muneeb Ahmed,
Karachi, Pakistan.

It’s in being read that a book becomes a book and in
each of a million different readings a book become
one of a million different books.
– Mohsin Hamid, Novelist

“I never, ever grew up as a young woman believing
that my gender would stand in the way of doing
anything I wanted.”
– Jacinda Ardern,
Prime Minister of New Zealand.

I’m not a man or woman; I’m a vehicle for passion.
– Abida Parveen, Singer

“Film-making is a collaborative effort and in my
view, everyone who brings these dreams to
the screen is worthy of recognition. Even the
spot boys.”
- Mehwish Hayat, Pakistani actress.

“It gets your blood going, the adrenaline is pumping, you’re
in a fight. To me, that’s what Test cricket is all about”
– Shoaib Akhtar,
Pakistani cricketer.

“For me, physical beauty is never the reason for
attraction to anyone.”
- Katrina Kaif,
Indian actress.

If you don’t believe you are the best, then you will
never achieve all that you are capable of.
– Cristiano Ronaldo, Footballer

“I mean I also think it’s the way we really get to know
ourselves by being vulnerable enough to let love in”
- Jennifer Aniston, American actress.
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Grapevine

Back to
Business

P

Good Entertainment

W

hile TV plays made in Pakistan these days are mostly
run-of-the-mill, one serial has taken the viewing public
by storm. Mere Pass Tum Ho has become outrageously
popular. The main players in the serial are Humayun Saeed,
Adnan Siddiqui and Ayeza Khan. But it’s Humayun Saeed
who takes the cake and perhaps gone are the days of Fawad
Khan. Those who still wallow in the memories of the golden
years of PTV drama can follow the Humayun Saeed serial on
ARY Digital – and be saved from the agony of watching aimless Talk Shows.

Neo Nouveau Girl

S

aher Tareen, the daughter of
PTI politician Jehangir Tareen,
did not take to politics and probably never thought of following
in the footsteps of her father
like Mariam Nawaz did or
Benazir Bhutto before her.
For a change, she went
into fashion designing
and has made quite
a name in making vintage clothing
rather than absorbing
today’s pop culture.
Her inspirations are old
wedding photographs
and heirlooms and she
blends old techniques into
modern aesthetics rather
skillfully. She calls it Neo
Nouveau.

8
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akistani fast bowler
Hasan Ali recently
married India’s Shamia
Arzoo, a Dubai-based
flight engineer. Before
this marriage, Pakistani
cricketer Shoaib Malik
and Indian tennis player
Sania Mirza had also
tied the knot. Hasan
was not able to go to
India to marry Shamia
and the nuptials took
place in Dubai. After
having become Mrs.
Hasan Ali, Shamia
travelled to Pakistan and
must have discovered
there was not much of a
difference between her
India and Hasan’s Pakistan. Now will Hasan Ali
focus on his cricket again
and pull the Pakistan team
out of the pits?

Ire and Fire

M

ehwish Hayat tried out a new dance with actor Ahsan
Khan, dressed in a ravishing pink and white outfit. With
praise, she also got ire on the internet for wearing a revealing
outfit. Winner of the Nishan e Imtiaz in Pakistan and Pride of
Performance in Norway, Mehwish thinks the world of cinema
is fuelling Islamophobia. The actress is the brand ambassador of the Islamic Charity, Penny Appeal. She has also made
it to the list of The Muslim Vibe magazine’s top five Muslim
women in the world who are striving to make the world a
better place to live.

Newsbeat

NAPA Mentors
Bahria Students

T

he students of Media Studies Department, Bahria University, Karachi held a
3-day workshop with NAPA in collaboration with ZAHRSSS at the university premises to train aspiring actors. Various activities
were assigned to the students who prepared
skits on issues on education, water shortage,
conflict in media industry, etc. Zakiullah Khan
mentored and polished the students’ skills.

75 Years of ICI Pakistan

I

CI Pakistan recently celebrated its 75
years of growth and success at an
exhibition. The company worked with
the Citizens Archive of Pakistan (CAP) to
conduct an extensive review of archival
material and collect oral histories of retired
and current employees to celebrate its
rich legacy. Pictures dating back to prepartition days and anecdotes from retirees
were some of the features of the exhibition. State-of-the-art technology was used
to make the experience exciting.
Over its 75 years journey, ICI has
managed to achieve the iconic status of
being known and trusted by generations
across Pakistan. Starting from a single
manufacturing unit to becoming one of the

largest and most influential companies in
the country, th seven and a half decade
legacy of ICI Pakistan has grown tremendously.
Asif Jooma, Chief Executive of ICI
Pakistan Limited, shared his views on the
occasion, saying, “The company has laid
solid foundations for future growth, with
major expansion projects and investments across its diversified portfolio. We
look forward to the next 75 years and
beyond with even more enthusiasm and
confidence to uphold our brand promise
of ‘Cultivating Growth’ and our mission of
improving lives”.
Sohail Tabba, Chairman, ICI Pakistan,
said, “With the acquisition of majority

Muhammad Sohail Tabba
Asif Jooma
Chairman, ICI Pakistan Ltd. Chief Executive, ICI Pakistan Ltd.

shareholding by YBG (Yunus Brothers
Group) in 2012, the growth story of ICI
Pakistan Limited accelerated, while the
company remained firmly linked to its core
values, which emanate from its distinguished legacy”.

The e-learning potential

T

he Islamabad Policy Research
Institute organized a lecture
by Dr Nazir Ahmed Sangi,
former Vice Chancellor, Allama Iqbal
Open University (AIOU) on December 11, 2019 in Islamabad. It was
attended by academicians, students
and journalists. The lecture was on
‘China-Pakistan Economic Corridor:
Prospects of Distance & E-Learning
for Human Development’.
Dr Sangi provided an overview
of how AIOU broke new ground in
professional, scientific, and technical education by reaching out to the
remotest areas of Pakistan through
modern information technology. He said
that in far-flung areas like Umerkot, D.G.

Khan, Rahim Yar Khan, and Multan, there
were now state-of-art study centres, with

no faculty, which were imparting online
training and education to rural students.

He was of the view that the full potential
of CPEC is yet to be understood, especially
in terms of its prospects for human
development. “The bigger picture
is that Pakistan has a great deal to
learn from this extensive cooperation
with the second largest economy in
the world - China.” He urged that the
National Education Policy of Pakistan must catch up with the CPEC
initiative. He called for the need to
develop dynamic professionals in
commercial and engineering disciplines through strong processes and
linked activities, safety procedures,
skills, communication methods and
teamwork ethics for rapid growth and
quality-conscious output.
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Newsbeat

OUP Opens Flagship Bookstore

O

xford University Press
launched its flagship store at
Park Towers in Clifton, Karachi recently. Fathima Dada, Managing
Director, Education Division, Oxford
University Press, UK, inaugurated the
store.
The British Deputy High Commissioner, Mike Nithavrianakis, was the
chief guest. The keynote speech
was presented by Dr. Shahid Siddiqui, Dean of the Faculty of Social
Sciences, National University of
Modern Languages. Arshad Saeed
Husain, Managing Director, OUP Pakistan,
welcomed th guests.
Fathima Dada said that the bookshop is
a key element in the learning process as it
acts as an enabler of the flow of information, knowledge and wisdom from the

world’s scholars and authoritative experts
to the readers. Arshad Saeed Husain
said the premier bookshop offered all the
knowledge and learning resources of the
great University of Oxford whose values
and mission were being promoted through

Pakistani Female Mayor

T

he new mayor of the British coastal town, Seaford, is a Pakistani
and her name is Nazish Adil. She is the first mayor of Pakistani
origin in southeast England. Born and educated in Karachi,
Nazish Adil did her LLB from the SM Law College and her masters
in international relations from the University of Karachi. She later
did her LLM in criminology from the SM Law College. She moved
to the UK in 2010 with her husband who is also Karachi-born and
is a banker.
Nazish Adil says Imran Khan is quite popular where she lives.
He used to play cricket from East Sussex, the county where her
town is situated. She, however, maintains that politics is quite
different in Pakistan than in the UK.

the OUP.
The event concluded with a performance by Zambeel Dramatic Readings titled ‘Dhal Gaya Hijr ka Din:
Letters by Faiz Ahmed Faiz and Alys
Faiz’ which represented the years of
hardship, struggle and loneliness that
both Faiz and Alys experienced during Faiz’s imprisonment.
The OUP flagship store, which is
the fifth OUP bookshop in the city,
has a section especially for children,
a teachers’ resource centre and an
‘Experience Zone’ for digital and
e-learning solutions. There’s also an area
where book launches, children’s events,
readings and discussions can be held.
A dinner was held the next day at the
Sindh Club in honour of Fathima Dada.

App to Find Missing
Children

A

“Mera Bacha Alert” app
has been developed
in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa to
help people find their missing
children.
The application is an addition to the KP
Citizens Portal and will also be included in
the Pakistan Citizen Portal. It will help recover missing children and will also discourage
unpleasant incidents concerning children.
The idea for developing the app came after
many cases of child abuse were reported.

Journalistic Newseum Turkish Serial in Urdu

T

he foundation stone of Siddique Baloch Media Academy has
been laid in Quetta by the chief minister Jam Kamal. The
academy is named
after the late journalist Lala Siddiq
Baloch.
It is planned to
build the Siddique
Baloch Academy
as a Journalistic
Newseum where
portraits of distinguished journalists
will be placed. The Academy would also foster journalistic and
educational activities in the province.
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P

akistan Television is all set
to broadcast the Turkish
historical fiction series, ‘Dirilis:
Ertugrul’ in Urdu. Prime Minister
Imran Khan had recommended to
all Pakistanis to watch the drama
serial as it promoted love for Islamic
values. PTV is dubbing all five seasons of the serial in Urdu for the
Pakistani audience.
‘Drisilis: Ertugrul,’ is also
described as the Turkish ‘Game
of Thrones’ as it is set in 13th
century Anatolia in times before
the Ottoman Empire.

Newsbeat

IPPA Awards in Oslo

T

he IPPA (International Pakistan Prestige Awards) event was held in Oslo recently.
The event was attended by showbiz people, government officials, media
representatives and socialites. It attracted people from the Pakistani entertainment
industry and served as a platform to project Pakistan’s soft image.
The first two IPPA Awards events were held in London.

Influencers and PR
P
akistan PR Influencers’ Chat (@PakistanPR) which is a twitter-based forum
to facilitate conversations amongst public
relations professionals in Pakistan, had its
third online conversation under the hashtag
#PakistanPRchat. The PR exclusive
interaction, which was hosted by Warda
Iqbal, Head of Client Services at BBPR and
Events, discussed the role of influencers in
PR and how it is evolving and introducing
advancements in technology.
Influencers are like opinion makers as
they mould and steer their followers the way
they want to but their personalities should
match with the brand or corporate personality. They also play a vital role in increasing
sales of a product, as most people wait for
feedback from their favourite influencers before making a purchase. Therefore picking
the right ones can help in creating a positive
brand image.

Chip on CNIC

In Pakistan, the trend of Micro and Nano
influencers is slowly emerging and a lot of
companies are shifting from macro to Micro
and even Nano influencers as they are effective, economical and have the ability to
reach more people.
Pakistan PR Influencers’ Chat was established to discuss the unrecognized role
of PR and communications in improving
different aspects of business and society.
It is operating with the twitter handle @
pakistanpr and conversations are available
under the hashtag #PakistanPRchat.

Showcasing
Pakistan

A

talented graphics
designer, Assam
Artist, has made life
easier for those who
want to see this beautiful country Pakistan
by pictorially putting all
these tourist attractions
across Pakistan on a map.
The map features geographically referenced pictorial representations of 71 tourist
attractions across the country and each of
these places is a must-visit for travel lovers.
The attractions include Khunjerab Pass, K2,
Deosai Plains, Neelum Valley, Saif ul Malook,
Kalash Valley, Taxila Stupa, Katas Raj
Temple, Harappa Civilization, Hanna Lake,
Hangol National Park, Ranikot Qila, Bolan
Pass and lots more.
Assam decided to create the
map to showcase Pakistan
in its true splendour.

T

he National Database and
Registration Authority (NADRA)
has proposed that a chip be
installed on computerized national
identity cards to indicate whether
the cardholder wants to donate his
or her organs. However, NADRA has
been asked to come up with a simpler
mechanism that is easier to comprehend for the people.
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Newsbeat

Fighting Global Warming

A

Pakistani aerospace engineer is
developing a
pollution-free
engine for aircraft
that will reduce
global warming and
induce artificial rain
during flight.
Dr. Sarah Qureshi,
who has a Master’s
in Aerospace Dynamics and a Ph.D.
in Aerospace Propulsion from Cranfield
University in the UK, is confident that she
will create a revolution in aviation.
Her father, Masood Latif Qureshi, is
also a prominent physicist and a scientist. They have together started a company called Aero Engine Craft to develop
environment-friendly engines for aircraft.
Sarah and her team have developed

a contrail-free aero-engine to counter

K

global warming. The engine will have a
unique pressure-based condensation
system that will cool the water vapours
in the exhaust of an aircraft. This water
can be released as rain where required.
Dr. Sarah says air pollution is equally
dangerous for the environment as land
pollution.

McDonald’s Brings Back
Retro Happy Meal Toys

T

he Happy Meal turned 40 this year and
with it, McDonald’s has brought back
its most popular Happy Meal toys in a
nostalgic bid to drum up visits from families
with young children to snag another Beanie
Boo, Furby or Hello Kitty.
The toys coming back include Patti the Platypus,
the Teenie Beanie Baby (the best-selling Happy Meal toy),
Tamagotchi, Furby along with Hot Wheels Thunderbird, Power Ranger, Space Jam and
Bugs Bunny toy, all from 1990. Other toys are McNugget buddies Mr Potato Heads
from 1988, cowboy, fireman, mail carrier, Grimace and Hamburglar toys from 1990’s
Happy Meal.
The push comes a year after McDonald’s celebrated the 50th anniversary of its
Big Mac sandwich and saw lots of positive responses from that marketing approach.
McDonald’s has pledged to reduce its reliance on plastic toys. It’s already on track to
distribute 540 million books globally by the end of 2019 through the ‘Happy Meal Readers’ program introduced in 2018.
The Happy Meal debuted in the U.S. in June 1979 as the ‘Circus Wagon Happy
Meal’ and hit international markets in 1982. The world’s largest restaurant chain has
updated the food in the Happy Meal in recent years by eliminating artificial preservatives
from chicken nuggets, adding apple slices and yoghurt as side items and reducing the
number of fries that come with the meal to appeal to pickier parents. Soda was also
eliminated from the menu, prompting more people to order them with milk.
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Swedish Royals for
Ending Kashmir
Curfew
ing Carl Gustaf and
Queen Silvia of
Sweden have
demanded an end to
the curfew and communication blackout
of Jammu and Kashmir. The Royal couple
advised the Indian
government to involve the
people of Kashmir in finding a
peaceful resolution of the Kashmir issue.
King Carl Gustaf and Queen Silvia termed
the dreadful situation of human rights in
Jammu and Kashmir as “worrying.” The
Royal couple emphasized the importance of
human rights and said that an escalation of
the situation in Kashmir should be avoided
and a long-term political solution found.

Maj. Samia
Rehman Gets UN
Recognition

M

ajor Samia Rehman of the Pakistan
Army has made Pakistan proud at
the international stage by winning
the United Nations Special Representative for
Secretary-General (SRSG) Certificate of the
Year, 2019.
The MONUSCO (United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic
Republic of
Congo)
Force
Acting
Commander, Maj.
General
Thierry
Lion, presented Maj. Samia with the certificate on behalf of SRSG for her exceptional
performance in mission level studies, analysis
and her other valuable contributions.
Pakistan is the biggest contributor of
military troops to the United Nations Peacekeeping mission in the Democratic Republic
of Congo.

Article

T

Amjad Sabri
Remembered

here is no doubt about the fact that the late
Amjad Sabri has fans not just in Pakistan but
all over, including England. Keeping in view the
fondness, the late singer was featured on the renowned British band Coldplay’s latest album ‘Everyday Life’.
Coldplay’s lead singer Chris Martin spoke about
what inspired him into make it. He also shed light
on all the different people who worked to make their
latest outing possible. While discussing the song
‘Church’, Martin revealed he and the rest of the band
have incorporated samples from Sabri’s popular track
‘Jaga Ji Laganay’ into it.
He introduced the Qawwali legend saying, “There’s
two cool other singers on that one. There’s this guy
who was a Pakistani singer called Amjad Sabri. He
was sadly murdered by people who didn’t like what
he stood for. Then there’s a friend of ours called Norah, who is a guy from Jerusalem.” Martin then paid
tribute to the artists by acknowledging their craftsmanship and sheer talent. He even called himself the
third-best singer on the track.
‘Everyday Life’ has already made it to the top of
the official album charts. With its eighth consecutive
album, Coldplay clearly aims to reach new heights

leaving out the few new albums in the process.
The record comprises two halves, with the first being ‘Sunrise’ and the other being ‘Sunset’. ‘Church’,
on the other hand, revives the sound of their 2008
super hit ‘Viva La Vida’ with Martin’s voice playing
in loops alongside Sabri’s samples to the end of the
song.
Nearly two years after Sabri was gunned down in
Karachi, the devotional music of the Sufi mystical
sect is struggling to survive, as fears of sectarianism
and modern pressures slowly drown out its powerfully
hypnotic strains. Thousands poured into the streets
near his family home for his funeral, a rare public
display of affection in Karachi.
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Cover Story

Pakistani Advertising
Needs to Up its Game
By Syeda Areeba Rasheed

increased sales. Yasuharu Sasaki, Executive
Creative Director, Dentsu, was of the view
akistan held AdAsia 2019, at the
that society could be enhanced through
Alhamra Arts Council in Lahore from
digital creativity.
December 3 to 5. This is Asia’s largest
Richard Quest later presented an
and most prestigious biannual advertising
interactive session on leadership and why
event. The Lahore event was held with
businesses need to stick to their core
great gusto and enthusiasm. The three-day
values. The first day concluded with Fawad
event was based on the theme ‘Celebrasian:
Khan, Pakistani TV and film actor and Atiqa
Celebration of Advertising and Creativity in
Odho, Chairperson and Founder, Focus PK,
Asia’ and was jointly organised by the Asian
speaking about the pros and cons of being a
Federation of Advertising Associations (AFAA)
celebrity and how some the characters that
and the Pakistan Advertisers Association
they have portrayed have left an impact on
(PAA). Hundreds of delegates from all over
their lives.
the world and from within Pakistan attended
On the second day, Guan Hin Tay,
AdAsia 2019. It was after 30 years that AdAsia
Creative Change Catalyst at the APAC Global
was taking place in Pakistan. It was held for
Advisory, captured the audience’s attention
the first time, again in Lahore, in 1989.
with his ‘Imperfect Beauty’. Tay said nobody
The opening ceremony of AdAsia 2019
in this world is perfect and being imperfect
was held at the historic Hazuri Bagh in
is the new perfect. He showed campaigns
Lahore’s Walled City with the stunning Lahore
like #nowyouchoose by Pepsi and Burger
Fort in the background. The event was hosted
King where such imperfect people were
by Mikaail Zulfiqar and Naveen Waqar.
given importance though they were rejected
Prime Minister Imran Khan was
by McDonald's because they did not like the
to inaugurate the event but due to his
way they look. The session was followed by
unavailability, Sarmad Ali, the Chairman of
the former commercial director and head of
AdAsia 2019, did the honours, welcoming
marketing and digital media, Manchester
President of Pakistan Arif Alvi
delegates and speakers by saying ‘Jee Ayan
United, Vange Kourentis, who made a
Noo’ which means ‘We welcome you
presentation on ‘Building a Global Cult
with all our hearts’.
Brand over Generations’. Everyone
Javed Jabbar, Chairman AdAsia
raised their hands when asked whether
1989, and Raymond So, Chairman
they had heard about Manchester
AFAA, delivered the welcome
United, proving brand recognition.
address. Several awards were
Kourentis narrated how his team made
announced by the AAFA. These
Manchester United (football team) a
Richard Quest
Sir Martin Sorrell
Sarmad Ali
included the Asia Leadership Award
universal brand.
which was presented to the founder
Shahzad
Nawaz
and
Faraz
and chairman of EBM, Khawar Butt. His
There was an engaging conversation
Maqsood Hamidi explained how their
daughter, Dr Zeelaf Munir, who is also the
between Richard Quest, CNN anchor and
individual working styles helped them carve
CEO of the company, received the award on
reporter and Sir Martin Sorrell, Executive
a niche in Pakistan’s advertising sector. Their
his behalf and also unveiled the new logo of
Chairman S4 Capital Limited, after which Ali
conversation began with the Markhor, an
EBM. Javed Jabbar was admitted into the
Rez, Regional Executive Creative Director,
animal that Hamidi had used as part of PIA’s
AdAsia Hall of Fame and Sarmad Ali and
Impact BBDO, ME & Pakistan, talked about
branding. Nawaz had done the same when
Jonathan Chen received the Merit Award
how advertising can change the world. He
creating communication for the ISPR.
while Tariq Rashid was conferred the Merit of
mentioned Ariel’s #DadsShareTheLoadToo
Women-centric sessions took centreService Award.
that affected societal change and also
stage, first with Samina Baig, the first
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At the AdAsia Orientation Dinner.

portrayed in the past and now, with
guests like the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge Prince William and Kate
Middleton and Queen Maxima of the
Netherlands visiting Pakistan, the
perception might change. He termed
Pakistan as an emerging market and
a safe destination for investors.
Let's
see
how
Pakistani
advertising will take advantage of
this opportunity. It is certain that it
will have to up its performance by

and only Pakistani high-altitude
mountaineer, who was praised with
a standing ovation by delegates and
then with a session on ‘Women and
Power’ moderated by Atifa Silk,
Editor Campaign Asia. The session
had Dr. Zeelaf Munir, Managing
Director & CEO, EBM, Frieha Altaf,
CEO, Catwalk Event Management
Shahzad Nawaz
Javed Jabbar
Ali Mandviwala
& Productions, Seema Jaffer, CEO,
Bond Advertising and Nabila, stylist
and entrepreneur, as panellists. The
segment focused on leadership
among women in Pakistan and the
issues they face in male-dominated
sectors.
On the last day,
Randi
Zuckerberg, the CEO of Zuckerberg
Media, shared her experiences on
Wasim Khan
Randi Zuckerberg
Salima Hashmi
the frontlines of social media. Her
tenure at Facebook included the
launch of Facebook Live after which
she set up the Zuckerberg Institute
for budding entrepreneurs. Tom
Goodwin, Head of Innovation at
Zenith Media, discussed the new
rules of business in the post-digital
age. For him, technology is not
sufficiently customized as a medium
as far as advertising and marketing
Tom Goodwin
Faraz Maqsood
Seema Jaffer
are concerned. He even showed
clips of how TVCs are still uploaded
on YouTube without further modification.
team and for AdAsia 2023 with an inspiring
many notches.
The event continued with a panel
presentation by Kim Nackhoi, Chairman
The concluding session of AdAsia 2019
discussion on Pakistani art featuring Salima
Korea Federation of Advertising Associations
was also addressed by Sarmad Ali, Javed
Hashmi, Rashid Rana and Adeela Suleman.
(KFAAI).
Jabbar and others.
They lauded the female artists for their courage
The three-day AdAsia 2019 concluded
and talked about Karachi during Zia’s regime.
with a closing speech by Dr Arif Alvi, the
The writer is a member of the staff.
Wasim Khan, MBE then Managing Director
President of Pakistan. Dr Alvi highlighted
She writes on political,
of the Pakistan Cricket Board (PCB), talked
the importance of marketing in business
international and social
about the growth of PSL as a Pakistani brand
and stressed upon the need to modify
issues. She can be
that has gained worldwide recognition.
marketing strategies to achieve a realistic
reached at areeba@
The AdAsia event concluded
with
approach to selling products. He was of
slogan.com.pk
presentations for AdAsia 2021 by the Macau
the view that Pakistan has been wrongly
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Around Town

Maria B Winter Escape

T

he winter season is in full swing but
winters without woollen clothes and
pashmina shawls are no fun. Maria B
has recently released its Winter Linen La Vie
Luxe Collection which is full of sophistication and glam and has a variety of shades
and styles.
Maria B is one of the most significant
labels in Pakistan‘s fashion industry and
is well-known for its women’s clothing
ideas and accessories. It is also operating internationally and gets a huge
response from overseas customers.
The brand now brings an opulent winter escape with fine linens,
lush velvets, warm hues and chic embroidery invoking the magic of winter. The designs have good colour combinations with premium linen fabric and hand-woven
shawls and dupattas.
The collection comprises three-piece unstitched women linen suits with floral
patterns and embroidered shirts and plain linen trousers, woollen and pashmina
shawls and fully printed dupattas. The embroidered shawls are hand-woven and
add more grace to the winter line as they are stylish in their own way. All the dresses
have delicate designs with bold colour patterns and soothing prints.
Starting from its first retail store in 1999, Maria B’s main focus has always been
on ready-to-wear fashion that reflects an elegant fusion of East and West. Today,
Maria B is Pakistan’s most diverse designer fashion brand with prêt-a-porter,
couture, formal wear, lawn, embroidered fabrics, linen and cottons - all
under one affordable label and an extensive retail network with 25
outlets comprising both standalone outlets as well as mall outlets
in 12 cities. They also export to India, the UK, USA, Bangladesh,
the UAE and Qatar. Available nationwide, the collection is also
available online.
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Journey into America

Travelling to Discover
BY Muhammad Omar Iftikhar
hmed Akbar, American-Pakistani
academic, author and former Pakistani
High Commissioner to the United Kingdom, narrates his journey to rediscover
Islam in America in his documentary
“Journey into America.”
The documentary begins with scenes
from footage captured at the Muslim Day
Parade in New York City. American-Muslims are carrying placards and banners
along with flags of their representative
countries.
“I had set out to learn Islam in America.
But I found I could not do so without understanding the American identity” are the
first words in the documentary as stated
by the narrator, Akbar Ahmed. While talking to Ahmed, Ako Abdul-Samad, Iowa
State Representative says that people in
the parade represent all walks of life. “This
is what Islam is all about,” Samad says.
He says that Islam asks everyone to come
together as a community. When asked if
there was any opposition that they faced
when organizing the parade, Imam Shamsi
Ali says that the non-Muslims opposed it
while some Muslims thought that the parade was too American and too Western.
Akbar Ahmed’s documentary is an eyeopener for those who think that America is
the land of the free. Despite such thinking,
the documentary shows a woman holding
a placard that reads, “Home of the Free and
not Sharia because of our Brave Constitution.” Ahmed goes on to say that “people
had different ideas of what it meant to be
American.” A verbal confrontation between
the Muslims and the non-Muslims is also
seen. They are presenting their views to the
other group and standing tall with it.
A clip from The Riz Khan Show on Al
Jazeera English shows a unique journey
to the Muslim world through America. Professor Martin and Hailey Woldt, who were
both Ahmed’s former Honours students,
along with Jonathan Hayden from Alabama
and Ahmed’s Chief of Staff for five years,
accompanies Ahmed to the Muslim world.
Craig Considine, Ahmed’s student is the
film director. While Ahmed has worked with
film production units in the past, he has decided to work informally and casually while
shooting the documentary. “This way we
will not attract attention and distract people, especially in mosques and homes.”
Ahmed says. Madiha Hameed also joins
the group for three months.
While filming the documentary, Ahmed
and his crew visited over 75 cities and
some 100 mosques and met every kind
of Muslim. Ahmed says, “For me, it was a
journey of discovery. It was also my tribute

to the land that had welcomed me and my
family.”
Dr. Craig Considine in his blog, craigconsidinetcd.com, writes that, “‘Journey
into America’ is arguably the most comprehensive documentary ever made on Muslims in America. The film explores the issue
of what it means to be American through
the lens of Muslims.”
Ahmed’s documentary has also been
called an essential pillar in the effort to build
the interfaith bridge of understanding by
Congressman Keith Ellison, America’s firstever Muslim representative on Capitol Hill.
Ellison adds that “‘Journey into America’
will inform, provoke, and inspire Americans
of all colors, cultures, and faiths.”
Most of the documentary is focused on
the sympathetic depiction of Muslims belonging to a diverse range of professions
residing in America. While the documentary looks at the views from both sides of
the fence, it does point out an interesting
detail. Viewers realize that anti-Muslim
prejudice can be because of ignorance and
not malice.
Traveling far and wide across America
allowed Ahmed and his team the opportunity to meet all sorts of Americans. He
says, “As we travelled, I was again struck
by the beauty and grandeur of America
and the hospitality and generosity of its
people.” In St. Louis, Rabbi Susan Talve,
Central Reform Congregation, gave blessings to Ahmed and his team for their journey. Talve said it was a huge responsibility
and an honour to go on the journey. Bob
Holden, former Governor of Missouri said
that minorities, including the Italians and
the Irish, had tremendous problems coming in the country.
During his journey, Ahmed visited
Dearborn in Michigan that houses one of
the largest Muslim populations in the US.
At the Islamic Center of America in Dearborn, Ahmed met Imam Sayed Hassan AlQazwini who has become the voice of the

Muslims in America. Where Imam Sayed
has been promoting Islam, the documentary also featured Farhan Latif, former
President, Muslim Students Association,
University of Michigan, Dearborn, who was
attacked for promoting interfaith dialogue.
In Las Vegas, Ahmed met two inspiring
people, Imam Fateen Seifullah and Bishop
R. E. Lee. Ahmed met Imam Seifullah at the
oldest mosque of Las Vegas. It was built
during the late 1960s. Imam Seifullah said
that Mike Tyson gave one of the largest donations to the mosque along with Muhammad Ali. Bishop Lee from the Rehoboth
Cathedral said that he saw Imam Seifullah
as his brother. He said that he was trying
to remove the myths many people have
about Islam and Christianity. Interestingly,
the mosque and the cathedral are situated
beside each other, which goes to show the
freedom in opinion enjoyed in the US.
This film shows the causes and reasons for the non-Muslims of America to see
Muslims as invaders into their land. Most
of this confusion and debate began because of the gap the two communities had
among them. While there are non-Muslims
and Muslims alike who are trying to reduce
the gap, this film by Akbar Ahmed will be
viewed as a case study. It will facilitate
members from both communities to look at
the Muslims as the custodians of a religion
that was founded on peace.
As the documentary ends, Ahmed
says, “We can all benefit from the wisdom
of the great founding fathers of America.
The founding fathers passionately believed
in a pluralist America. A statue at Jefferson’s University in Virginia carries a tablet
which reads, ‘Religious Freedom: 1786.
God, Jehovah, Brahma, Atma, Ra, Allah, Zeus.’ Jefferson owns the Quran and
welcomes the believers of Allah. It is this
extraordinary pluralist vision that is in jeopardy. I believe America needs to rediscover
the moral clarity, courage and inclusiveness of its founding fathers.”
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Review

Doctor Sleep

Cult Classic
BY Muhammad Ali Khan

FILM

‘D

octor Sleep’ is an adaptation of
Stephen King’s 2013 follow-up
novel ‘The Shining’, a cult that Stanley
Kubrick adapted in 1980. Not many
people would remember the boy Danny
Torrance in the story as he was the least
engaging character but ‘Doctor Sleep’,
a belated sequel to ‘The Shining’, wants
people to review their memories and think
about Danny’s fate. Combining the works
of King and Kubrick, the film makes successful changes and presents an intense
drama journey full of horror and magic.
Director Mike Flanagan, most popular for
his Netflix production ‘The Haunting of Hill
House’, very brilliantly pulls off this difficult
blend of legacies. He makes major changes to the source material and comes out
illustrating again what a confident and
interesting filmmaker he can be.
The story unfolds forty years after the
terrifying events of Stephen King’s book
where Danny Torrance, having telepathic
abilities known as ‘the shining’ that enable
him to read minds and predict the future,
escapes the haunted halls of the Overlook
Hotel with his mother and a handful of
ghosts in tow. Flanagan narrates the story
in his style through the eyes of an adult
Danny (Ewan McGregor), now Dan, who
as a child was terrorized by demons.
Dan is now using alcoholism to hide
his trauma and reaches a point where he
takes money from a single mother whom
he finds dead next to him after a one-night
stand. He then decides to rebuild his life
and winds up in New Hampshire where he
finds a job as an orderly at a hospice clinic
and uses his shining power to ease people
at the edge of death. One of his patients
even nicknames him as ‘Doctor Sleep’
and, with their ease, he finds peace. Soon
he makes a friend Billy Freeman (Cliff Curtis) and joins Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
meetings led by Dr John Dalton (Bruce
Greenwood) to quit drinking. During the
sessions with Dr Dalton, he meets a girl
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Abra Stone (Kyliegh Curran) who possesses psychic powers that shine even brighter
than his.
Things begin to shatter when Abra
accidentally gets the attention of the True
Knot, a group of powerful creatures who
feed off the shine of innocents in their quest
for immortality. The group, led by their blueeyed leader Rose the Hat (Rebecca Ferguson), keeps the ghosts of the people they
target in silver canisters. In a scene where
they despoil a frightened young boy for his
essence, is nightmare-inducing. With Abra
in danger, Dan confronts his trauma and
uses his powers while reawakening the
ghosts of the past. His idea is to attract
the True Knot to the Overlook Hotel where
the ghosts of the hotel give them a taste of
their own medicine. Thus, Abra and Danny
draw Rose and her team into a final showdown.
The film blends emotional and supernatural events and enhances the role of the
characters. Ewan McGregor brings out the
emotional and fearful Dan as a character
who battles to overcome his past while
helping others to heal through his powers.
He sells the heavy baggage that he carries
with him everywhere and demonstrates a

powerful inner-strength. Kyliegh Curran as
Abra, a young but confident girl, shows
her bravery and infuses her role with impressive charisma and energy. She nicely
complements Dan as they both share the
same power.
Cliff Curtis as the friend Billy, also Dan’s
AA sponsor, adds additional warmth to the
film but the best thing about it is Rebecca
Ferguson as Rose the Hat. She turns a
thin character into a great villain, someone
who uses her good looks and charisma to
disguise her evil intentions of killing children with nary a second thought. People
will remember her as one of the all-time
great cinematic Stephen King villains right
alongside the likes of Jack Nicholson’s
Jack Torrance, Kathy Bates’ Annie Wilkes,
Bill Skarsgard’s Pennywise The Clown and
Clancy Brown’s Captain Hadley. Rebecca
gives her career-best in ‘Doctor Sleep’.
Flanagan doesn’t emphasise his connections to the rest of King’s work but his
film encompasses so many of the author’s
obsessions like cats, psychics and missing children that it prompts viewers to ask
if the events of ‘Carrie’, ‘The Dead Zone’,
‘Cat’s Eye’ and ‘Pet Sematary’ all consist
of the same fictional universe? Flanagan,
while portraying more closely the novelist’s
ideas about evil, innocence and addiction,
also pays tribute to some of Kubrick’s visual signatures, especially in flashbacks that
take grown-up Dan back to the Overlook.
Michael Fimognari’s cinematography and
The Newton Brothers’ score give the film
a chilly look and atmosphere.
‘Doctor Sleep’ makes for a sombre
reflection on the lingering effects of childhood trauma and addiction by way of the
horror genre. Credible in its characterisation, rich in mythological detail and touchingly sincere in its treatment of alcoholism
and trauma, the film is impressive in all
sorts of ways. The climax is eerie and satisfying but its greatest achievement is that
it makes ‘The Shining’ seem like a prequel
and you feel glad that you got to see that
sinister funhouse again.
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